Update on Frontiers publication

- Dates pushed later in the year
- Interest growing
- Partners from webinars emerging
Our journey to date: 5 webinars

- #1 Concepts and Challenges
- #2 Consensus, Supply chain
- #3 DRR drivers and the unexpected
- #4 Digital ID and regions
- #5 Policy and regional aspects
Shaping the future: the options

1. Finish Frontiers publication effort and disband
2. Evangelize concept in both DRR & BC communities
3. Create Community of Interest / Practice (CoI, CoP)
4. Seek funds for PoC pilot implementations
Collaboration
Engage again in September!
Consider and communicate over summer months

- jean-fabrice.lebraty@univ-lyon3.fr
- nhwasserman@email.gwu.edu
- toregas1@gwu.edu